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ipukant Hembram, a 23-year-Sold resident of Mayurbhanj, 

was  working  in  a  Pvt .  L td . 

Company at Andhra Pradesh. On 

23rd April, he met with an accident 

at the work site and was taken to a 

nearby hospital where he was 

declared dead. The deceased's 

elder brother was present at the 

hospital but the police was denying 

to handover the body to him. 

Feeling helpless,  the family 

approached Sri Bibekananda 

Pattnaik (Advisor, Odisha-Mo 

Parivar) seeking help to coordinate 

the process. Upon getting the 

information, the family was guided 

with the appropriate procedure 

and the matter was also discussed 

with the police after which the 

b o d y  w a s  h a n d e d  o v e r  a n d 

necessary steps were taken to get 

compensation from the company. 

The body after reaching at their 

native place, was received by local 

leaders and the family expressed 

their gratitude for standing by 

them during their tough times.

Endeavour to bring a smile at “Asha Kiran” 

disha-Mo Parivar team visited “Asha Kiran” (Old Age Home), Ointeracted with the inmates, sharing food and smile and spending a 
quality time.

Mortal remains received at native place

Dead body of accident victim 
brought back from Andhra Pradesh
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uresh Bagarti, a 27-year-old resident of SSonepur, a paralyzed patient, was admitted to 

AIIMS, Bhubaneswar for treatment.

Upon get t ing  the  informat ion,  required 

arrangements were made at AIIMS to shift the 

patient. Somanath Swain, our helpdesk associate at 

AIIMS, coordinated the process and also informed 

Siba Rout, our associate at SUM hospital to attend 

to the patient. Siba helped in required paper work 

during admission of the patient for treatment 

under BSKY scheme. He also arranged blood for the 

patient and helped in required assistance during 

the surgery and other medical needs during the 

entire course of the treatment. 

The patient was entitled to get treatment under the 

BSKY scheme and hence the family decided to shift 

him to SUM Hospital for further treatment but 

were not capable enough to make logistical 

arrangement and approached Odisha-Mo Parivar 

seeking help in the same.

Treatment through BSKY facilitation

Ensuring Proper  Treatment For Nirup

Patient being shifted to SUM from AIIMS, BBSR

Since, there was a need for plastic surgery, the 

doctor advised to shift him to a private hospital in 

Bhubaneswar. Feeling helpless, the family 

approached Convenor, Odisha-Mo Parivar seeking 

help in proper treatment of Nirup and as per the 

guidance, the patient was shifted to SUM hospital, 

Bhubaneswar for further treatment.Unfortunately, 

due to severe injury, his leg was amputated and 

during the surgery, there was an urgent need of 

blood which was arranged by Rashmi Ranjan, our 

helpdesk associate at the hospital. Since his leg was 

amputated, he was completely broken but was 

assured that he would recover soon and all 

necessary support will be provided to him for 

availing prosthetics in the near future.

irup Sahu, a 26-year-old youth, of Balangir, Nwho is a driver by profession and the only 

breadwinner of his family of 5 members, had met 

with an accident on 10th April. He was admitted to 

PRMMCH, Baripada for emergency treatment and 

was later shifted to SCB, Cuttack for further 

treatment.

Helpdesk Associate Rashmi attending the patient
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Logistical support provided
 to transfer mortal remains

nirudha Jena, a 74-year-old resident of AKendrapara had consumed poison and was 

admitted to SCB, Cuttack. Unfortunately, he lost his 

life during the course of the treatment.

The family approached MLA Smt. Sunanda Das 

seeking help to transfer the mortal remains. Upon 

getting the information, logistical arrangements 

were made to transfer the mortal remains from the 

hospital to their native place at Kendrapara and the 

entire process was coordinated by Santosh Das, our 

helpdesk associate at SCB, Cuttack who had also 

attended and helped the family during the course of 

the  treatment.

APRIL 2023

Mortal remains transferred to Ganjam

Unfortunately, he breathed his last during the 

course of the treatment. The family was devastated 

after the demise of Jagannath and was under 

financial burden to transfer the mortal remains. 

They approached Sri Nilamani Patnaik (Secretary, 

Odisha-Mo Parivar) seeking help in getting his 

mortal remains back. After getting the information 

from Sri Patnaik, required logistical arrangements 

were made to transfer the mortal remains from the 

hospital to their native place at Ganjam and the 

process was coordinated by Somanath Swain, our 

helpdesk associate at AIIMS.

agannath Behera, a 39-year-old resident of 

JGanjam, suffering from cardiac issues, was 

admitted to AIIMS, Bhubaneswar.

Logistical arrangement made to transfer mortal remains

Logistical arrangement made to transfer mortal remains
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BSKY Came in Rescue of Bhagirathi

He approached Sri Ramesh Jena (local leader-BJD-

Umerkote) who informed the matter to Baikuntha 

Mandal, our helpdesk associate at SLNMCH, 

Koraput. Baikuntha asked the patient to visit the 

hospital but after consultation he was shifted to a 

private hospital for further treatment. Baikuntha 

helped the patient with required assistance and 

paper work for treatment under BSKY scheme and 

hagirathi Harijan, a 45-year-old from BNabarangpur had met with an accident few 

months back but due to financial issues, he was 

unable to visit the hospital and had opted for 

indigenous form of treatment but couldn't get relief 

from the pain. 

also arranged 2 units of rare A-ve blood which was 

required during the course of treatment. He 

maintained a regular follow-up with the patient till 

he recovered and got discharged from the hospital.

Helpdesk Associate Baikuntha attending the patient

Helpdesk Associate Somnath Swain 
arranged a donor for a cancer 

patient

Donor arranged for surgery of  a  
patient by our Helpdesk Associate 

Siba Prasad Rout

Donor arranged for surgery of  a  
patient by our Helpdesk Associate 

Himansu Naik

Providing Blood During Emergency
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 Madhavi, a 31-year-old resident of Khordha, Esuffering from gynecological issues was 

admitted to Hi-tech Medical College and Hospital, 

Bhubaneswar for treatment.

A surgery was advised for which there was an 

urgent need of rare B-ve blood, which the family 

was unable to arrange. They approached our 

helpdesk associate Bikash Behera, stationed at the 

hospital who immediately discussed the matter 

with helpdesk associate Alok Sahoo at Capital 

Hospital, who arranged a unit of blood for the 

patient.

Provided Rare Blood 

Major Interventions By 
Helpdesk Associates

APRIL 2023

oumyaranjan Panigrahi, a 50-year-old resident of SGanjam, suffering from chronic liver disease was 

admitted to a private hospital at Berhampur.

During the course of his treatment, there was need of 

rare AB-ve blood which the family was unable to 

arrange and approached Odisha-Mo Parivar. Upon 

getting the information, the matter was informed to 

Girija Satapathy, our helpdesk associate at MKCG, 

Berhampur who immediately arranged the required 

units of this rare blood for the patient. 

Helpdesk Associate Alok handing over blood to the patient’s husband

Helpdesk Associate Girija handing over blood to the patient’s wife
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agabandhu Khara, a 17-year-old resident from Koraput, Jsuffering from blood cancer was referred to HCG cancer 

hospital, Visakhapatnam.

Our helpdesk associate Prakash Behera attended the patient 

and helped in admission and required documentation 

procedure for treatment under BSKY scheme. He 

maintained a follow-up with the patient during his 

chemotherapy and required tests at the hospital. He also 

arranged blood for the patient, required during the course of 

the treatment.

Our helpdesk associate Himansu Naik attended the 

patient and helped her in required tests. She was 

detected with a tumor and was advised for a surgery 

and referred to VIMSAR, Burla. Himansu helped her 

in required documentation process for her further 

treatment under the BSKY Scheme and made 

required logistical arrangements to shift her to 

VIMSAR, Burla.

hanti Naik, a 60-year-old resident of Balangir Ssuffering from stomach pain visited DHH 

Bhawanipatna for check-up. 

Helped Under BSKY

APRIL 2023

Major Interventions By 
Helpdesk Associates

Helpdesk Associate Prakash attending the patient

Helpdesk Associate Himansu attending the patient
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hagya Gouda, a 37-year-old resident of Ganjam had Bmet with an accident and was admitted to SUM 

hospital for treatment.

Unfortunately, she breathed her last during the course of 

her treatment. The body was shifted to Capital Hospital 

for post-mortem. Our helpdesk associates at SUM & 

Capital Hospital i.e. Siba Rout and Alok Sahoo 

respectively, coordinated in the process and assisted the 

family in making required logistical arrangements to 

transfer the mortal remains from the hospital to their 

native place at Ganjam.

Upon check-up she was diagnosed with gall bladder 

issue and was advised to visit VIMSAR, Burla for 

further treatment. Rojalin Panda, our helpdesk 

associate helped the patient in required medical 

assistance and later made required logistical 

arrangements to shift the patient from the hospital 

to VIMSAR, Burla. She also intimated the matter to 

our helpdesk associate at Burla to attend the patient 

and help her with required assistance.

eena Naik, a 65-year-old resident of RKalahandi suffering from stomach pain 

visited DHH Bhawanipatna for check-up.

rashant Kumar Sahoo and his wife, both visually Pimpaired from Jajpur had visited SCB, Cuttack for 

check-up. Both were roaming helplessly in the hospital 

campus as they were not aware about the procedures. Our 

helpdesk associate Santosh Das stationed at the hospital 

noticed them and enquired about their issue. He then 

guided them and helped them in required medical 

assistance starting from getting doctor's consultation, 

required tests and getting medicines from the counter. 

After that he ensured their safe return to their native place 

at Jajpur. 

Logistical arrangement made to transfer mortal remains

Logistical arrangement made to shift the patient

Helpdesk associate Santosh attending the patient

Logistical Support

Going the Extra Mile
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Not only he rescues but he also spreads awareness 

regarding emergency measures to be taken if 

bitten, how to take care of injured reptiles and the 

importance of a few of the reptiles whose venom is 

used for medical purposes and that illegal hunting 

and possession of few snakes/ its body parts/ 

venom are punishable offences 

under the Wildlife Protection Act.

Unfortunately, in the year 2022, while on his way to rescue a snake, he 

met with an accident that led to the amputation of his left leg in the 

incident. He had approached Odisha-Mo Parivar and was provided 

with a prosthetic through ARC, Capital Hospital, after which he 

resumed his rescue work again. 

Subhendu Swain (9090685135)

Subhendu Swain is a passionate young reptile 

& animal rescuer, environmentalist, scuba 

diver,   photographer and travel blogger. He 

has dedicated his life to rescuing wildlife, especially 

the reptiles. 

He has been honored by various organizations on account of his service 

towards the animals and their welfare. Even though he went through really 

tough times in his life, he always believed in the policy of “Never Give Up” and 

always had self-confidence within him.

For rescue of snakes please contact: 

Several years back while traveling 

he noticed a snake that was badly 

injured and its hatching were 

roaming nearby. This made him think that those speechless creatures also have 

the right to live and for more than 10 years he has made sure to rescue and take 

care of any such creature that comes to his notice. He has rescued 

thousands of reptiles till date. 

Odisha-Mo Parivar salutes his dedication and wishes him luck in his 

future endeavors.

LETTER

Subhendu Swain Subhendu Swain Subhendu Swain 

HEROHERO
Unsung Unsung Unsung 
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Chatrubhuja Panda
hatrubhuja Panda (71) from Jajpur had met with an accident in C2003 where his left leg was severely injured. In 2012, the injury 

turned septic and unfortunately, his leg was amputated below the 

knee. In 2019 he got his prosthetic from Olatpur but was not 

comfortable using the same. Upon getting to know about the facility of 

availing prosthetics by Odisha-Mo Parivar, he approached seeking 

help in the same and was guided to visit ARC, Capital Hospital and 

after receiving the prosthetics, the beneficiary expressed his gratitude 

to Odisha-Mo Parivar and Hon’ble Chief Minister.

una Majhi, a 7-year-old from Deogarh, while playing on the Mterrace unfortunately came in contact with an 11 KW wire 

where both hand got severe burn injuries and unfortunately, both his 

hands were amputated below the elbow. The family got the 

information regarding the provision of prosthetics through Sri 

Romanch Ranjan Biswal (Jeevan Bindu coordinator, Deogarh) and 

was directed to visit ARC Capital Hospital for measurements. After 

availing prosthetics, both the beneficiary and the family expressed 

their immense gratitude.

Muna Majhi

AfterBefore

LETTER

Prosthetics Support By Odisha-Mo Parivar

AfterBefore

APRIL 2023

asudeb Sabar (24) from Gajapati while Btravelling to Mumbai fell down from the train 

where his legs came under the wheels and he lost his 

left leg above the knee. He had not availed 

prosthetics before and our Joint Secretary Sri Rudra 

Samantray upon getting information about this case 

through Mr. Aswin Kumar Sethi (Social Worker) 

immediately guided him to visit ARC Capital. 

Similarly, Golakh Chandra Sahani (50) from Jajpur, 

working as a daily laborer in a sawmill unfortunately 

got his left hand amputated on the spot as it got 

stuck in the machine. He had availed a prosthetic 

from Olatpur which got damaged with use. Upon 

getting the information about this case from MLA 

Sri Amar Satpathy he was referred to ARC Capital 

where he availed his prosthetics. Both the 

beneficiaries expressed their gratitude to Odisha-

Mo Parivar and Hon’ble Chief Minister.
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disha-Mo Parivar through its flagship Oprogram “Jeevan Bindu”, organizes 
blood donation camps throughout the state 
to maintain a proper stock in all the blood 
banks for people in need for blood in 
hospitals. Taking the capacity of the blood 
banks ,  current  s tock  o f  b lood  and 
requirement into consideration, a total of 
7023 units of blood were collected in the 
month of April 2023.

JEEVAN BINDU BLOOD DONATION PROGRAMME
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Cuttack City - 554 Units

Sri Ranjan Biswal

Bargarh - 600 Units

Sri Gourahari Mishra

Ganjam - 527 Units

Sri Subash Maharana
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s we know that blood provided in the nick of time saves precious lives. Keeping this in mind, AOdisha-Mo Parivar has used the digital forum to address blood cases in the fastest way of 

communication through its “Dial/tweet a blood” e-service platform.In the month of April, Odisha-Mo 

Parivar addressed 239  blood requests out of which 23  were rare blood cases.

Dial/Tweet a Blood

APRIL 2023

Sl Name Age
Help 

Requested
Help 

Provided
Blood 
Group

Place

1 Ankita Dalai 15 yrs
 2 units of 

blood
Arranged 2 

units of blood
AB+ Cuttack

2 Hemabati Das 30 yrs
 1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

O- Patamundai

3 Mamina Nayak 36 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+ Puri

4 Sarita Sabar 20 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+ Nuapada

5 Madan Darli 30 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+ Koraput

6 Md Akram 32 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+  Cuttack

7 Deba Chandra kisan 50 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+ Cuttack

8 Gayatri senapati 38 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB- Cuttack

9 E. Madhavi 31 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

B- Bhubaneswar

10 Sabana Wadeka 50 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+ Koraput

11 Bhagaban Harijan 45 yrs
2 units of 

blood
Arranged 2 

units of blood
A- Nabarangpur

12 Sonali Patra 29 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

A- Cuttack

13 Babuna Dora 65 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

O- Cuttack

14 Samyaranjan Panigrahi 42 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB- Berhampur

15 Chandrama Barik 70 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

B- Berhampur

16 Gyansmita Mahakud 13 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+ Baripada

17 Prakash Ch Sahu 58 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

O- Berhampur

18 Ruturaj  Batyada 48 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+ Koraput

19 Lalita Sa 95 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

AB+ Bhawanipatna

20 Manju Behera 47yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

B- Bhubaneswar

21 Puspanjali Ojha 42yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

A- Bhubaneswar

22 Subhashree Rout 19 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

O- Berhampur

23 Mamata Pal 52 yrs
1 unit of 

blood
Arranged 1 
unit of blood

O- Bhubaneswar
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disha-Mo Parivar in association with Konark Cancer Foundation, assists cancer patients in logistical, Oemotional and financial aspects while helping them at Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai, once they are 

referred. It always takes care of needy patients who are getting treated for cancer. In the month of April 

Odisha-Mo Parivar addressed 37 cancer cases, out of which 14 cases were referred to Tata Memorial 

Hospital, Mumbai and 2 patients were helped in online second opinion.

ODISHA-MO PARIVAR'S CANCER CARE  INTERVENTIONS 

LETTER

Puspalata & Shaik Abdul have been helped with new registration, doctor’s consultation and required tests at 

TMH, Mumbai and Diptirani is undergoing chemotherapy at Capital hospital and has been provided with 

artificial breast prosthetics by Konark Cancer Foundation.  The volunteers of the Konark Cancer Foundation 

and the team is maintaining regular follow-ups with the patient.

Puspalata Mohanty Diptirani Mohanty Shaik Abdul Rauf

APRIL 2023

In order to value the 

efforts put in by the staff 

for the smooth functioning 

of the organization they are 

being recognized as the 

“Employee of the Month”. 

Deeptimayee Sahoo has 

been awarded the title for 

the month of April. She has always been 

responsible and proactive. She has always given 

her best efforts to improve herself and provide 

the best output.

Diptimayee Sahoo

Employee of the Month

The helpdesk associates 

s tat ioned at  major 

hospitals of the state, are the 

f r o n t l i n e  s t a ff  o f  t h e 

organization who play a 

major role to fulfil the vision 

of  the organizat ion by 

helping the needy people at 

the hospital. Apart from helping them with 

required medical assistance, they stand by the 

patient and the family providing moral support 

during their difficult times. This month, helpdesk 

associate Sandeep Rath, stationed at SCB 

Medical College and Hospital, Cuttack has been 

awarded the title of “Associate of the month”.

Sandeep Rath

Associate Of  The Month
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JEEVAN  BINDU BLOOD DONATION CAMPS

LETTER APRIL 2023

Balasore Puri

Bargarh Cuttack

Ganjam Jajpur

Angul Bhubaneswar

Bhadrak Sambalpur
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JEEVAN  BINDU BLOOD DONATION CAMPS
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Dhenkanal Sonepur

Kandhamal Mayurbhanj

Rourkela Kendrapada

Sundergarh Nabarangpur

Nayagarh Keonjhar

Balasore

Puri

Bargarh

Cuttack

Ganjam

Jajpur

Angul

Bhubaneswar

Bhadrak

Sambalpur

Dhenkanal

Sonepur

Kandhamal

Mayurbhanj

Rourkela

Kendrapada

Sundergarh

Nabarangpur

Nayagarh

Keonjhar

Boudh

Jagatsinghpur

Balangir

Deogarh

Gajapati

Koraput
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ODISHA-MO PARIVAR IN SOCIAL MEDIA
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ODISHA-MO PARIVAR IN LEADING NEWSPAPERS
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ODISHA-MO PARIVAR IN ELECTRONIC/DIGITAL MEDIA
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My daughter was admitted to SCB, Cuttack 
and there was need of blood during her 
treatment. I would like to thank helpdesk 
associate Sandeep who helped me in 
arranging blood for my daughter. 

”Sudam Rana
Subarnpur, 7750919523

My mother suffering kidney related issue 
was admitted to Medicover hospital, 
Visakhapatnam for treatment. I would like 
to thank Prakash who helped me 
throughout the treatment procedure under 
BSKY scheme, till my mother got discharge.

”Benupani Sahu
Koraput,9337182615

I had been to DHH Bhawanipatna Hospital 
for check-up and I would like to thank 
Himanshu who helped me in getting doctor's 
consultation and required tests and 
medicines from the counter.

”Daya Deep
Kalahandi, 9437363208

My husband was admitted to AIIMS 
Bhubaneswar for his treatment. I would 
like to thank helpdesk associate Somanath, 
who helped us in required assistance at the 
hospital for treatment under BSKY scheme.

”Sweta Kalase
Balangir,9040608118

”Ajay Pattnaik
Bhubaneswar, 7735427366

My wife was admitted to VIMSAR, Burla 
for her delivery where there was urgent 
need of blood. I would like to thank 
helpdesk associate Dhirendra who helped 
me in arranging blood in the right time.

”Ranjit Ray
Jharsuguda, 7008729857

I had been to SLNMCH, Koraput suffering 
from chest congestion. I would like to thank 
Baikuntha Mandal who helped me with the 
required medical assistance and tests as 
advised by the doctor and getting medicines 
from the counter.

”Keshari Ghee
Koraput, 7077288641

I had been to DHH Puri for a check-up. I 
would like to thank Biswo (helpdesk 
associate) who helped with the required 
assistance at the hospital and getting 
medicines from the counter.

”Rupashree Pattnaik
Nirakarpur,7205216662

I had met with an accident and was 
undergoing treatment at  PRMMCH, 
Baripada, I would like to thank Subham who 
helped me with all the required assistance at 
the hospital.

”Kamala Rana
Baripada,7586993737

I visited DHH Bhawanipatna for a check-up 
and was advised to be shifted to VIMSAR, 
Burla for further treatment. I would like to 
thank Rojalin (Helpdesk associate) who 
helped in making arrangements to shift 
from Bhawanipatna to Burla. 

”Reena Naik
Kalahandi,7750923580

My brother was admitted to Capital hospital, 
Bhubaneswar for a surgery where there was 
need of blood. I would like to thank helpdesk 
associate Alok who helped me in arranging 
blood for my brother.

Feedback

LETTER APRIL 2023 18



Eye Camp

Helping Differently
abled Children

To conduct eye checkup camp 
and help in getting free 

surgery for cataract patients

To facilitate differently-abled 
children in the age of 3-14 
years for getting treatment 

at SIEP

Organ Donation

To organise organ donation 
camp in collaboration with 
NOTTO (National Organ & 

Tissue Transplant 
Organization)

To provide advice and 
support to aspiring 

candidates in regards to 
occupational opportunities.

Vocational Guidance 
& Career Counselling

Felicitation of eminent 
personalities in the field of art & 
culture and organizing various 

socio-cultural competition

Art & Culture

ODISHA-MO PARIVAR INITIATIVES

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

Sradha Suchismitha
7978260364

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Sradha Suchismita
7978260364

To organise sports for the 
youth and felicitation of eminent 

personnel in the field 
of sports and focusing on 

holistic wellness

Sports &
Holistic Wellness

Ashis Das
7978210559

Barsa Routray
8260112415

Barsa Routray
8260112415

Environment

Plantation of trees and 
waste management 

Barsa Routray
8260112415 Barsa Routray

8260112415

Sradha Suchismitha
7978260364

LETTER APRIL 2023 19
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OMP Office Coordinator
Manaswini Dash - 8917400700

Health Care

Helpdesks at Hospitals

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Attending to various 
problems of people 

through social media

Twitter Help

Manaswini Dash
8917400700

BSKY

To help patients get treatment 
under BSKY scheme at the 

empanelled hospitals.

Manasi Ray
9078151969

Odisha-Mo Parivar will 
facilitate in providing 

prosthetics to needy patients

Prosthetics

Odisha-Mo Parivar, 11, Choudhury Complex, Bapuji Nagar, Bhubaneswar  Helplines- 8917400700, 8917400701

SCB Medical, Cuttack
Sandeep Rath - 9778774777
Santosh Kumar Das - 9861708725
Capital Hospital, Bhubaneswar
Alok Ranjan Sahoo - 8114822085
Jyotiranjan Pradhan- 9861306096
SUM Hospital, Bhubaneswar
Siba Prasad Rout - 7978736431
AIIMS, Bhubaneswar
Somanath Swain - 7205743557
Hi-Tech Medical, Bhubaneswar
Bikasha Behera - 6371963897
D.H.H. Bhawanipatna
Rosalin Panda - 77490 30470
Himansu Nayak - 9178721197
S.L.N.M.C.H., Koraput
Baikuntha Mandal - 87637 30587
MKCG, Berhampur
Girija Shankar Satpathy-9776878483
VIMSAR, Burla
Dhirendra Suna- 8018761060
D.H.H, Puri
Biswo Bhushan Mohanty- 9337600775
Visakhapatnam
Prakash Behera-9701994868
F.M.M.C.H., Balasore
Mrutyunjay Maharana-7978562365
P.R.M.M.C.H., Baripada
Subham Bhatta -8917361545
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